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CMS Run Mode

 A top level key used by the DAQ shifter to 
parameterize the configuration of CMS

 Includes L1/HLT mode, clock source and subsystem 
run keys

 The shifter only needs to select one setting when 
switching between different modes of operation (e.g. 
cosmics to collisions)

 Optionally, the Level-0 automatically selects the run 
mode according to LHC Machine and Beam mode



CMS Run Mode

 The CMS Run Mode is one level above the L1/HLT Mode

 The L1/HLT modes and keys stay as they are

 No additional overhead when creating a new version of an 
existing L1/HLT mode

 When creating a new L1/HLT mode, a new run mode may 
be created (e.g. for special runs)

 The tool to create and edit a CMS Run Mode is the same as 
for the L1/HLT mode: the L1 Configuration Editor
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New Level-0 layout

Selected keys (to be applied)

Currently applied keys

Currently applied keys

Selected keys (to be applied)



Use cases: selecting a run mode

Run mode selection

Clock source from run mode

Run keys auto selected for 

relevant subsystems 

Suggested



Use cases: changing to another run 

mode

Currently applied 

L1 / HLT keys are 

displayed

Currently applied keys for 

subsystems are displayed

Differences in keys for 

the new run mode are 

highlighted

Differences in run keys are 

highlighted



Use cases: automatic run mode 

selection

Auto selection of the 

appropriate Run Mode 

for the current 

Machine and Beam 

modes

Machine/Beam mode mapping to 

Suggested Run Mode is defined in 

a Level-0 parameter, as a REGEX

Auto-selected Suggested



Use cases: manual mode

MANUAL option 

allows to bypass the 

Run Mode entirely

Clock source can still 

be auto selected



Use cases: full manual mode

MANUAL L1/HLT still exists;  

HLT key selected by DAQ 

shifter, trigger keys by Trigger 

shifter



Configuration Editor: Load key 

‘cms_run_collisions/v1’



Display/browse key contents



Update some fields  collisions v2



Insert ‘cms_run_collisions/v2’

TWIKI: 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/OnlineWBHowToUpdateCMSRunModes



Summary

 A CMS Run Mode has been introduced in the Level-0 FM

 The CMS Run Mode is a top level key used by the DAQ 
shifter to parameterize the configuration of CMS 

 Includes L1/HLT mode, clock source and subsystem run keys 

 The L1 Configuration Editor has been extended to edit CMS 
Run Modes 

 Ready to deploy in the upcoming Technical Stop 
(should deploy it as early as possible to allow for some 

testing) 


